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Croatia’s economy will continue along a low growth trajectory over the next few

quarters, and may even remain in recession for a seventh consecutive year in 2015. We

believe Croatia will eventually need an EU/IMF loan arrangement to help cover its

budget deficit and implement much needed structural reforms. However, this is unlikely

to happen until at least 2016.

Croatia’s trade deficit will begin expanding amidst weak exports and a slight recovery in

domestic demand. This will ensure that the current account surplus begins shrinking

over the coming years. Inflationary pressures will remain weak in Croatia. The central

bank will remain focused on kuna stability to anchor inflation expectations and protect

the country’s large FX loan liability.

Croatia’s dire domestic economy will continue eroding support for the ruling Kukuriku

coalition. The economy would need to post a remarkable turnaround for the coalition to

have any chance of winning re-election in the 2015 parliamentary elections.

Major Forecast Changes

Our real GDP forecasts have been lowered to an estimated -0.8% in 2014 and 0.4% in

2015, from -0.6% and 0.6% previously. This reflects an even bleaker outlook for

domestic demand. We have revised down our forecasts for the kuna to average

HRK7.6400/EUR in 2014, from HRK7.6700/EUR previously, on the back of robust

tourism receipts in the first half of the year.
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